
Appendix 2 

Correlations among all items comprising the main dependent variable – the interest in history 

scale in Studies 1 and 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table C 

Correlations among all items comprising the interest in history scale in the German sample 
 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 

Times when the German nation (was) (particularly)…/ Times when Germans (were) (particularly)… 

 1. autonomous -                   

2. independent .61***                   

3. like-minded .46*** .49***                  

4. united .52*** .32*** .49***                 

5. determined .59*** .54*** .42*** .36***                

6. agentic .54*** .45*** .28** .27** .36***               

7. skilled and industrious .46*** .44*** .22* .33*** .56*** .42***              

8. powerful .51*** .43*** .33*** .30*** .47*** .41*** .29***             

9. successful .57*** .48*** .41*** .36*** .53*** .52*** .48*** ,65***            

10. efficacious .55*** .49*** .31*** .30*** .46*** .55*** .39*** .63*** .53***           

11. hospitable .22** .28** .33*** .29*** .16 .17* .14 .07 .18* .13          

12. helped other nations .49*** .31*** .34*** .45*** .44*** .29*** .39*** .26** .37*** .34*** .53***         

13. generous .28** .22** .31*** .34*** .31*** .13 .33*** .09 .30*** .16 .53*** .57***        

14. highly moral .35*** .26** .38*** .47*** .32*** .34*** .24* .15 .24** .24** .48*** .45*** .48***       

15.idealistic .30*** .29** .35*** .29*** .31*** .43*** .12 .29** .29*** .38*** .29** .28** .20* .47***      

16. reliable .49*** .30*** .43*** .45*** .40*** .40*** .36*** .32*** .33*** .38*** .47*** .55*** .45*** .46*** .31***     

17. just .39*** .36*** .36*** .47*** .43*** .25** .32*** .15 .29*** .23** .56*** .58*** .62*** .57*** .45*** .55***    

18. sacrificed for others .36*** .25** .39*** .36*** .29*** .37*** .25** .15 .20* .29*** .43*** .54*** .47*** .49*** .36*** .50*** .47***   

19. good-willing .34*** .23** .39*** .36*** .36*** .19* .30*** .15 .32*** .20* .52*** .62*** .60*** .56*** .37*** .53*** .56*** .47***  

20. people of honor .50*** .38*** .32*** .30*** .54*** .42*** .44*** .38*** .45*** .46*** .24** .40*** .45*** .31*** .29** .50*** .47*** .34*** .44*** 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05 
              



Table D 

Correlations among all items comprising the interest in the history scale (in order of presentation) in the Polish sample  

 

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 

Times when the Polish nation (was) (particularly)…/ Times when Poles (were) (particularly)… 

 1. autonomous                    

2. independent .66***                   

3. like-minded .37*** .37***                  

4. united .40*** .50*** .60***                 

5. determined .43*** .50*** .34*** .45***                

6. agentic .46*** .48*** .33*** .40*** .52***               

7. skilled and industrious .40*** .44*** .31*** .35*** .40*** .69***              

8. powerful .58*** .64*** .33*** .42*** .44*** .40*** .34***             

9. successful .57*** .60*** .44*** .47*** .49*** .55*** .54*** .69***            

10. efficacious .51*** .53*** .45*** .55*** .51*** .53*** .44*** .58*** .57***           

11. hospitable .32*** .30*** .41*** .39*** .42*** .36*** .32*** .16 .29** .28***          

12. helped other nations .34*** .40*** .50*** .54*** .38*** .43*** .34*** .31*** .38*** .44*** .63***         

13. generous .40*** .41*** .51*** .49*** .47*** .45*** .39*** .54*** .47*** .45*** .45*** .52***        

14. highly moral .29** .33*** .53*** .51*** .35*** .44*** .43*** .37*** .42*** .41*** .42*** .59*** .62***       

15.idealistic .44*** .44*** .39*** .31*** .40*** .30*** .20* .53*** .38*** .44*** .20* .40*** .49*** .42***      

16. reliable .46*** .39*** .52*** .60*** .54*** .56*** .39*** .49*** .53*** .52*** .56*** .57*** .67*** .56*** .45***     

17. just .38*** .39*** .49*** .46*** .42*** .46*** .32*** .36*** .41*** .38*** .46*** .59*** .61*** .54*** .38*** .62***    

18. sacrificed for others .27*** .32*** .37*** .35*** .21* .17* .19* .25** .25** .21*** .46*** .59*** .39*** .49*** .39*** .38*** .38***   

19. good-willing .29*** .34*** .51*** .43*** .46*** .49*** .45*** .28** .33*** .44*** .55*** .56*** .57*** .56*** .32*** .63*** .64*** .37***  

20. people of honor .40*** .46*** .49*** .48*** .36*** .37*** .25** .52*** .50*** .51*** .41*** .52*** .59*** .62*** .60*** .56*** .53*** .46*** .48*** 

Note. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05 

 


